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Missions & Goals

MISSION
To Re-Brand Retail in Pittsburgh through community partnerships, public transportation,
and mobile technology for a higher quality of life, sustainable practices, and improvements in the creative economy sector.

NEIGHBORHOOD GOALS
To Initiate public arts programs to partner with urban development and community development center programs focusing on the Transit-Oriented Design Strategy by the Center
for Transit-Oriented Design Development and GoBurgh. Further, to begin institutionalizing retail programs with the Port Authority as a partner to cater to business corridors
while working with local CDCs and invest in locally-owned businesses and retail events.

REGIONAL GOALS
To work with Allegheny County, the Mayor of Pittsburgh, and the Port Authority to provide
alternative transportation methods and extend current operations that provide residents
the opportunity to take ownership of regional growth. This includes creating robust areas
for job production by providing quality public transportation for work and walk able neighborhoods with sustainable retail; diversifying local businesses; establishing cultural-rich
retail centers; and influencing the renaissance of garment production, metalworking, and
agriculture through national and international financing.
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Creative Economy
In 2010, I proposed to Philadelphia’s Office of
Art, Culture, and Creative Economy a civic project to
provide data on the creative class through interactive
maps. Though the OACCE did not accept my RFP, it
did execute its’ own extensive analysis in April 2013
known as Culture Blocks (see below). Their online report for the Creative Vitality of Philadelphia 2006-2008
was already in the works to create this data. Culture
Blocks is closely related to the Urban Redevelopment
Authority’s new project LaunchPGH (see page. 3).

What the Arts, Culture, and Economic
Prosperity report does not report that
the Creative Vitality in Philadelphia
report prepares:
• Breakdown of over 30 specific
creative professional occupations over 3 years (Appendix A)
allowing descriptions of change
in the gross number and percent
change in types.
• A measure, CVI, (Appendix B)
that creates a Versus National
Average Comparison.
• Each of 8 CVI metrics compares
PHL versus the national average:
-Total Revenue and Spending
Per Capita by 9 major areas of
the total creative sector that can
be considered retail revenue and
spending per capita
-How the revenue and spending
contributes to that portion of the
CVI
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Allegheny County’s Arts, Culture, & Economic
Prosperity Report for 2013 articulates some of the
OACCE’s arts prosperity findings and has developed
steps to further obtain and disseminate data and resources for the creative class through the Greater
Pittsburgh Arts Council. LaunchPGH needs to be
further funded for research and administrative positions to actively retrieve this data, where it currently is
an organically growing data map based on volunteering
information. The importance of this knowledge is key
to making appropriate development decisions for the
region, city, and transportation infrastructure.
Below: cultureblock.wordpress.com/ utilizes layering maps to provide various categories of information. This chart shows layers of
public transportation options, as well as, bike lanes and bike racks.
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Creative Economy, cntd.
The Arts. Culture, and Economic Prosperity report [ACEP]
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Provides six metrics on Cultural Vitality (Appendix C) but compares only one of these to its benchmark regions.
Additionally, its benchmark regions are limited to 9 and no explanation is given if these regions are defined as
benchmark due to population, GDP, or number or professionals. These additional data will provide significant
guidance for areas of opportunity.
ACEP is detailed in describing five significant challenges to the arts community in the area although it describes
investment in infrastructure only as a “minimal” and states “many schools” remain deficient in arts education programs.
ACEP provides data on direct and indirect expenditures by arts and cultural organizations (Appendix D) but not
with granularity to reveal areas of strength or weakness- potential areas where this expenditure may be expanded.
The report summarizes organizational expenditures at a high level (Appendix E) but provides no granularity.
Describes generally the number of audiences and concludes 4 out of 5 “jobs generated by arts and culture are in
other industries (Appendix F). ACEP does not report a detailed description of the organizational FTEs, how Audiences should be understood as a FTE and why it may be considered nearly half of the 20,000 FTEs.
Household income in Allegheny County related to ACEP is reported to be $410 million and a breakdown by 13
regions is provided. Where those dollars are in total or by median income by type of ACEP occupation is not
detailed. The additional breakdown will illustrate areas of potential growth and where economic development
projects should be focused.
Comments on the “What Can $410 Million Can Buy” pages (Appendices G and H).
Page 16 of ACEP interestingly places Pittsburgh at the top of its benchmark comparison cities, presumably for the
purpose of highlighting the points of the report. However, the chart on this page reveals that Pittsburgh ranks itself
at #1 in five of its six categories versus all of its benchmark cities. Comparing itself against cities to which it is
nearly always superior in its predefined prosperity measures will not reveal strategies of cities who programs could
be adapted and implemented.
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Union Trust Project: Foreign Investor Impact

FUN FACT:

PGHretail came across another
visionary young professional, Scott
Schorr, who was supporting the idea
of inviting the Transatlantic Economic Council to relocate to the building’s top floors. Though the project
has been dropped by our passionate
and inspiring student, PGHretail
would recommend continuing pursuit of this or a similar relationship
as a stable lessor of the building.

PGHretail is delighted to hear that arrangements have been
made to resolve the uncertain situation of the Union Trust Building
(#17). It is our intention to help the building’s recovery by approaching foreign retail investors to occupy the former shopping arcade.
Our vision is to bring economic diversity to sustain the diverse demographics that have come to know Pittsburgh as their home.
It is also our belief that with the recent trend of large real
estate investments in the US, made by prominent Asian businesses
(#18), we will see continue with retailers following suit. We use retail
broadly, from products to food, to cultural services (Onsen anyone?),
these amenities would simultaneously ease transplants with familiar commodities, become a visitor destination, and culturally inspire
Burgh natives to explore their boundaries.
With the recent announcement of Mayoral Candidate, Bill
Peduto, to transform Smithfield St. into an iconic Pittsburgh corridor
with local boutiques and amenities, PGHretail feels that walking one
block over to Grant St. would create an experience of international
tastes that would compliment the progressiveness Pittsburgh strives
for. One minute you feel the unique vibe of Pittsburgh culture, a block
over, you get the sense you landed in New York City with high-end
foreign stores, Wall Street-like skyscrapers, and historical government
buildings lining the old world brick road.

From left to right: MUJI, a Japanese design enthusiast general goods store
(#19), opens a “to-go” store in Hong Kong airport. TESCO, South Korean grocer (#21), opens their virtual shopping wall in the U.K. Then, there’s UNIQLO,
a Japanese fashion house (#20), known for innovative technology in clothes
and mobile design applications, with recent flag stores opened in NYC and SF.
The cultural influence on technology from Asia is on its’ way and would be a
welcomed addition to Pittsburgh’s already tech-savvy industry vibe.

MORE FUN FACTS:

PGHretail periodically emails UNIQLO when they will be opening in
Pittsburgh and they politely said they’d let me know as soon as they do.
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Creative Community Projects Impact
Before there was PGHretail, there was Burgheoisie, a grant
recipient of the Pittsburgh Downtown Partnership’s Project Pop-Up:
Downtown. With larger visions and having set in place operations for
an artist run co-op boutique, the Executive Director of PGHretail left
the boutique, now known as Boutique 208, to assist the region’s retail
and transportation issues discovered while operating downtown.
Parking is a struggle. The buses have daily obstacles that
make timeliness an issue when one manages a store. Consumers
outside of downtown were unaware of the new local venture. These
issues helped create the vision for PGHretail as a social venture and
unlike others, our mission’s goals will accommodate a future of local
production and manufacturing due to the shift in our economic climate
and foreign growth.
After developing a web page for business to business resources,
as well as, consumer information about neighborhood corridors and
modes of transportation, PGHretail sought an RFP to begin the foundation between business corridors and public transportation health.
The California Markets was a pilot of the original 2nd Saturday
Stroll (page 8) initiative and invited all types of local businesses to join in
an open market street fair to generate attention to a 50% vacant business
corridor at the time.
By the end of the four month program, the corridor is now 90%
occupied by businesses and an additional event was held. Social media
and partnerships were the key to generating the attention and energy the
business corridor needed as it already had a reliable bus route running
through the main street.

PGHretail is currently working with the Northside Leadership
Conference on the New Allegheny Market House for Northside
Artists. Creative endeavors have proven to enliven corridors
and we hope to pilot the Passport Punchcard with partner businesses on East Ohio St. during the holiday season. Many
artists have limited resources when their time is dedicated to
creating, so public transportation is important to them as a mode
of moving wears and bringing new clients to their doors.

FUN FACT:

The Pittsburgh Downtown Community Development Corporation is looking to replicate the
original Burgheoisie concept to create an incubator space
for designers with scalable market growth. PGHretail was
able to consult with the Director and Assistant Director in the
beginning stages of developing their plan of action.
PGHretail Innovative Strategies | 2013		
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Regional Marketing Proposal
Connect Card and PGHretail Partnership
Marketing campaigns institutionalized county wide to promote local businesses and
public transportation to corridors can be promoted with the new Connect Card. Programs
can be made for use of various businesses and corridors to be implemented by local community development corporations. PGHretail has created free, downloadable postcards for
owners to utilize as special deals for consumers who hold the Port Authority’s new transportation key.
Originally, PGHretail developed a city wide event called 2nd Saturday Strolls (see
page 8) to launch the initiative as a correlation between local business with public transportation investment. A partnership for this program with PGHretail and the Port Authority in
its simplest form would look like:
• PGHretail would build partnerships with local CDC’s to provide marketing materials and
business strategy to pass on to local businesses within the neighborhood.
• Port Authority would be able to collect data from the Connect Cards about ridership
growth in business corridors to provide feedback for further assistance to PGHretail and
CDC’s goals.
• Promotional marketing would generate interest for local businesses to invest in the Port
Authority’s Rewards Program.
• Data gathered by consumer ridership will assist in Port Authority’s operations to effectively plan routes that benefit the consumer and business corridors that depend on
public transportation.
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Riders Rewards Rebranded: Connect+
PGHretail is passionate for bringing together local business, public
transportation, and mobile technology. Where Port Authority has an established Riders Rewards program, it heavily relies on information that can
only be found through a series of links on the Port Authority website to be
downloaded and printed as a brochure, or found at major schedule racks
and Port Authority vehicles.
This creates a heavy dependency on paper, administrative work to
fulfill empty holders, and the responsibility of the consumer to locate and
carry the information with them at all times in order to effectively use participating Rider Rewards businesses specials and deals.
We see a need for updating this sales system and deal distribution. We will provide solutions to allow the relationships between the Port
Authority, local businesses, and riders to grow by providing the benefits of
accessible information, real time offers, and reduction of wasted resources. Our experience in advertising and promotion will help market the Port
Authority’s new positive identity with community awareness and presence.
PGHretail has developed the Connect+
campaign to provide custom marketing materials, partnership programs with CDCs, and web
development to make the benefits of Rider Rewards more accessible.
At left is an example from the 2nd Saturday Stroll city wide initiative to incentivize riders
to visit different business corridors within a zone
by utilizing public transportation that runs within
the corridors.
Inspired by Oakland’s Pop-Up Hood
(#16), PGHretail hopes to pilot the Passport
Punch Card with the North Side Leadership
Conference’s new Allegheny Market House, a
pop up artist holiday market.
PGHretail plans to continue working with
CDCs to bring together businesses in support
of one another utilizing traditional and modern
marketing.
PGHretail Innovative Strategies | 2013		
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2nd Saturday Stroll Mobile Event
2nd Saturday Strolls was originally an RFP to the Sprout Fund’s call
for a Public Transportation Grant. The
main focus was to make the correlation
between local business corridors, roll out
the Connect+ programs with partner retailers, and expose consumers to alternative experiences with transportation.
Initially, I researched peer-2-peer
car rentals and ride shares to assist with
shoppers moving down crowded corridors to the next bus loop stop. Ideally,
the Port Authority would resurrect the
UV loops into three smaller shopping
loops one Saturday a month for $1 rider
fee.
On page 10, more information will be given on P2P services as an
extension of public transportation and
their disruptive industry challenges.
With a goal to promote local retail and
make transportation convenient, the
ultimate goal of P2P is to remove cars
from the road and focus on mass transportation options.

CONSIDERATIONS:

Eco Cabs have been popping up in
Europe, New York City, and Toronto, Canada (as
shown right) through warmer months to bustling urban areas. More can be read about their
clean and competitive advantage in metropolitan areas in the resources page.
The Port Authority could partner with an
innovative organization, like GTECH, to build a
fleet and experiment their ability to gain more
Connect Card holders and transition users to
bus ridership during colder months.
PGHretail Innovative Strategies | 2013		
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Neighborhoods and Customer Service
In the IBM report from 2012, one of their suggestions was
“Better Customer Experience Bus Stops”. Where the cost of creating
basic bus shelters or concept ones like the green roof shelter on Penn
Ave., paint on the road to identify pedestrian walkways to bus stops
can be financially feasible. Bus riders are pedestrians and in my own
neighborhood where there is a five point intersection with multiple bus
stops, cross walks are barely visible and often ignored by motorists.
During an open meeting for PLANPGH, I met with Barbara
Goldstien, an architect from San Jose who was consulting with our
public arts program. Below is a photo of the series of “Moon Walks”
that are in Pasadena, and another colorful intersection walk in Miami.

CONSIDERATIONS:

The Port Authority can collaborate with
the public arts to create creative crosswalks
that not only beautify the area, they can create
visible safety measures for pedestrians while
providing them directional information about
the bus routes for those stops.
Other examples of crosswalks have
been sponsored by companies like, McDonald’s
, Mr. Clean products, and organizations with
social missions. The road is a place to put a
message out there for your riders and you can
easily use this as a unique and stationary advertisement to increase ridership.
PGHretail Innovative Strategies | 2013		
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Bikeway North Side Bridge Program
PGHretail had a chance to visit New York City and research
their Summer Streets Program that shut down a major road for
citizens to enjoy free bike and roller blade rentals, bike safety
workshops with complimentary helmet gifts. At right, the three
weekend event held various corporate sponsored activity areas, including Whole Foods picnic, REI Adventure zone, rock
climbing, yoga, kung fu, live art and music performances, running bases with the Yankees, and other family fun as donated
in the map. It promoted alternative transportation, education,
and community engagement. Pittsburgh can totally do this!

CONSIDERATIONS:

The below is the most
recent BIKEPGH map that denotes existing and proposed bikeway corridors. With the advent of a new Bike Share program, with at least 3
stations to be placed in the North Side, there is a lack of bikeways for
the northern neighborhoods. PGHretail would like to propose a Bikeway North Side Bridge Program to help connect these robust neighborhoods to BIKEPGH’s plans. Because the Port Authority’s Allegheny
T station is a hub for the 2 existing and 1 newly proposed bikeway, we
FUN FACT: PGHretail is based in
believe it will generate city wide ridership to explore the north. PGHreBrighton Heights, an active community
tail also believes that once Riverview Park’s bikeway is reconnected
within the North Side. We dearly miss
via the new Davis Ave. Bridge, it can connect with the Airport to City
the Davis Ave. Bridge that connects us
Bikeway using the McKees Rocks Bridge.
to Riverview Park.
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Retail Loops and UV Loop Analysis

The impact and benefits of the UV Loop
When the UV Loop was in service it was presented to provide several benefits other routes at the time could not
achieve:
• The route provided easy-to-use, safe accessibility to popular areas: downtown Pittsburgh, the Strip District, Bloomfield, East Liberty, Shadyside, Oakland and South Side.
• Its limited route and schedule was cost-efficient: it operated only on Fridays and Saturdays and at later hours.
The route closed due to a variety of factors:
• There was a lack of awareness by potential ridership that the route was available.
• The target audience seemed unwilling to use the UV Loop, and at the time, the potential riders would often prefer
the costs—and potential costs—of driving.
• Potential riders often had university shuttle loops or used routes with which they were already familiar like the 51C,
54C, and T Service.
Eventually, it was impossible to maintain the loop without the guarantee of state funding for the route. It is
unfortunate the program had little time to catch on and reach the potential audience for which it was intended.
The potential still exists to use components shared with the UV Loop to benefit existing business corridors.
In conjunction with current routes or apart from them, marketing smaller loop retail routes that would service existing
popular areas and up-and-coming areas of development, could significantly increase ridership.
One of the keys is to include incentives that PGHretail would provide through marketing awareness and
rebranding Rider Rewards (see page 7) to encourage ridership. Utilizing mobile applications apart from what is
provided online currently or what is available at the partner businesses themselves is a critical factor. PGHretail
recommends creating retail loop routes that intersect with existing linear routes to create efficient use of consumer
ridership with innovative signage (see page 9).
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P2P Industry and PGHshare Proposal
Peer to Peer car sharing is a disruptive industry to the car rental monopolies. It is a hot
topic with much to learn from in terms of insurance limitations and laws being passed in states
where these businesses have quickly expanded. There are various benefits to these services
though, including individuals capitalizing on their under utilized resources. Most of all, it creates
a community with more disposable income and a larger pool of available transportation resources. What is the most important factor for Pittsburgh is disrupting the car dependent lifestyles
caused by suburban sprawl so that we can recreate focus on regional public transportation.
PGHretail asks, if private transportation becomes public, isn’t that an extension to the
actual public transportation that already exists?

FUN FACT:

PGHretail has
been working with a San Francisco based
P2P car sharing company that has developed a licensing platform and technology
comparable to other unmanned rentals
like Zipcar. They are currently developing
their system to allow small businesses
in the auto industry to capitalize on their
current car rental company, used car
dealership, or auto body shops who wish
to scale their businesses. Their systems
also allow unmanned rentals of other
transportation vehicles, like watercraft.
PGHretail is proposing to the Port Authority and other Allegheny County Departments that have
under utilized transportation vehicles to create an extension of the bus system by creating an unmanned
rental fleet for a PGHshare program. As a transportation organization, insurance and legal obstacles may
arise, though in a new industry, can be groundbreaking for other cities with troubled mass transit operations and ridership decline.
The biggest benefit to a member of PGHshare is the security that if an emergency arises, the member has the freedom to call upon immediate transportation. For car owners, the willingness to let go of
that freedom can be a struggle to turn them over as public transportation riders. Vehicles can be placed
in reserved spaces on the street and in public parking garages. Where Zipcar caters primarily to downtown and Oakland’s student body, the extending neighborhoods lack the ability to partake in unmanned
car rentals. Pittsburgh is ranked 11th in the lowest car ownership in a city data study (#25) so there is a
market.
Jesse B., the Accounts Manager at the SF based P2P company, says the revenues are largely based
on the states insurance policies and then the amount of cars in the matrix, their usage, and rental fees
begin to factor in. If the under utilized resources are there, the overhead is low enough that financial returns, though they may be small, will outweigh the qualitative value of growing ridership through options.
PGHretail Innovative Strategies | 2013		
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Meet the Mini T for Consumers
Recently, Ben Samson released his thesis project on Pittsburgh
Light Rail that has become viral
through Breath Project on Facebook.
More information can be found about
his work in the resources page [#14]
Conceptually, the Mini T is a
trackless trolley or shuttle that would
offer the same feasible rapid-transportation the Eco Cab (page 8) would
provide for business corridors in the
Metro area and business corridors.
With this new work by Mr. Samson, it
may be a feasible network line to test
out the Mini T to collect the data to
support investing in the extensive light
rail system Pittsburgh needs.

CONSIDERATIONS: Each example below provides one great to model for implementing lowcost ways of generating ridership in future rail ways: driverless operations, card activated departures, corporate
sponsor mobile advertising, eco friendly vehicles, and distinct designs to the region as an icon for the region.
CURRENT EXAMPLES:
From Top Left: Free Rides
utilizes sponsor advertising for the low-impact
shuttle to provide free rides
[#11]. WVU PRT utilizes
student passes to operate the driverless stationary shuttle [#15]. Design
concepts of driverless pods
from Abu Dhubai, the PRT
[#12]. Distinctly designed,
eco-friendly shuttles from
Prague (right [#13]). These
examples provide the shelter needed for Pittsburgh
climate that the Freeride
vehicle or Eco Cab model
is unable to.
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River/Roads Proposal

PGHretail had the chance to interview the operations manager of Wendella’s Chicago
Water Taxi, Andrew Sargis, about the feasibility of a commuter water taxi for the three rivers. He
was very enthusiastic and took a great deal of time discussing the finer points of why it would
be.
As a family owned business, they run their commuter taxis March through November
with 4 boats and specific routes; they plan to try running all year round for commuters since
business has been good. The boats hold between 54-100 people and run on marine diesel. The
boats are made in the US and they are looking to purchase one more. Because they compete
with other mass transit options, their rates are competitive so the net profits are small after the
cost of operations. The parent company, Wendella Tours, generates a majority of the business
and their peaks are between June-July.
Mr. Sargis’ suggestions for Pittsburgh is to pin point the main hub for downtown docks,
then market to affluent communities up the rivers to expand the demand. If public financing is
available to build the infrastructure, the water taxi would need a private investor to operate. He
suggested contacting Gateway Clipper, which we have left messages for the Sales/Marketing
Manager, without a response as of it.
PGHretail will continue to seek support and research the feasibility of utilizing our three
rivers as alternative transportation methods.
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Innovative Barge Concepts
CONSIDERATIONS: Why not?

Pittsburgh has barges, we have lots, we use most, and then some are available for other purposes.
Above is Berlin, Germany’s pool barge (#22) and the Science Barge in Yonkers, NY (#23) below.
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Resources
1. Culture Block
cultureblock.wordpress.com/

22. Berlin Barge Pool
http://nymag.com/nymag/rss/travel/berlin/index4.html

2. Launch Pittsburgh dot com
launchpgh.com/

23. Science Barge
http://www.ourcollectivegood.com/community-education-opinion/
check-out-the-science-barge/

3. Arts, Culture, & Economic Prosperity of Allegheny County
http://www.pittsburghartscouncil.org/prosperity
4. Office of Arts, Culture, and Creative Economy Report
http://www.phila.gov/OACCE/pdfs/phl_cvi.pdf

24. Chicago Water Taxi
http://articles.chicagotribune.com/2012-10-11/news/chi-chicago-water-taxi-offering-free-rides-to-celebrate-anniversary-20121010_1_
free-rides-today-taxi-service-chicago-water-taxi

5. Septa Pass Perks
septaperks.com/

www.chicagowatertaxi.com/

6. Eco Cabs, Toronto, Canada
http://inhabitat.com/transportation-tuesday-torontos-ecocabs/

25. Car Ownership
http://www.city-data.com/forum/pittsburgh/1194516-pittsburghranks-11th-cities-low-car.html

7. Green Bus Shelter, East Liberty, Pittsburgh, PA
http://www.eastliberty.org/green
8. Creative Crosswalks, Pasadena, CA
http://www.playhousedistrict.org/calendar-of-events/public-art/
9. Creative Crosswalks, Miami, FL
http://the305.com/2013/02/04/the-first-of-fifteen-artsy-colorful-crosswalks-unveiled-in-wynwood-today/
10. Summer Streets Program, NYC
nyc.gov/summerstreets
11. PRT
http://www.engadget.com/2009/02/04/masdar-citys-driverless-podcars-are-more-shuttle-than-johnny-ca/
12. FreeRide
http://thefreeride.com/hamptons
13. Visitor Shuttle
http://www.carbodydesign.com/2011/10/taxi-prague-design-competition-the-winners/
14. Pittsburgh Light Rail Map, Ben Samson
http://samsonwaacthesis.blogspot.com/
15. West Virginia University, PRT
http://transportation.wvu.edu/prt
16. Oakland Pop-Up Hood
http://www.popuphood.com/
17. Union Trust Building Story
http://www.post-gazette.com/stories/business/news/union-trust-building-may-be-on-road-to-recovery-706674/
18. Asian Investors Story
http://www.npr.org/blogs/parallels/2013/09/30/227609255/asian-investors-find-hot-market-in-u-s-properties
19. Muji
http://www.mccullagh.org/db9/hong-kong/muji-to-go-store.jpg
20. UNIQLO
http://inhabitat.com/nyc/uniqlos-manhattan-flagship-is-a-sensory-feast-of-led-lights-green-technologies/
http://www.alafista.com/2012/06/08/todays-japan-photo-uniqlo-ginza/
21. Tesco
http://news.cnet.com/8301-11386_3-57487933-76/tesco-trials-virtual-grocery-store-at-u.k-airport/
http://yummychitchat.com/2012/06/29/mos-burger-tampines-mall/
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